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Results of single-neutron knockout experiments from 34,35Si at 73A MeV and from 37S at 69A MeV on a
Be target are reported. The final states in the reaction residues have been identified by measuring ␥ rays in
coincidence with the (A⫺1) fragments. The results are compared with predictions based on the many-body
shell model combined with eikonal and transfer-to-the-continuum reaction models. For the 9 Be( 34Si, 33Si
⫹ ␥ )X reaction, the measured parallel-momentum distributions of the reaction residues demonstrate the orbitalangular-momentum assignments l ⫽2, 0, 2 to levels at 0, 1.010, and 4.32 MeV 共adopted values兲. The measured
absolute spectroscopic factors exhaust a large fraction of the sum rules for a full (N⫽20) sd shell. We also
give results for the absolute and relative positions of the parallel-momentum distributions and present experimental and theoretical results for the complex spectra of the 9 Be( 35Si, 34Si⫹ ␥ )X reaction. The measured
inclusive cross section of 106共19兲 mb agrees well with the theoretical value of 98 mb, but more detailed
conclusions are not possible. For the inclusive reaction 9 Be( 37S, 36S)X a cross section of 99共12兲 mb is found
compared to the theoretical prediction of 85 mb where only final states with spectroscopic factors greater than
0.03 have been included.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.65.034318

PACS number共s兲: 21.10.Jx, 24.10.⫺i, 25.60.Gc, 27.30.⫹t

I. INTRODUCTION

The very neutron rich nuclei show a number of examples
where weakening of the shell gaps and correlations bring
intruder states close to or below what would be the ground
state in the usual model space, see Ref. 关1兴. A particularly
interesting example occurs for the N⫽20 isotones where
32
Mg and some of the neighboring nuclei are known to be
strongly deformed. On the other hand, the nucleus with just
two protons more 34Si appears to be spherical as is borne out
by the high energy 3.328 MeV of the 2 ⫹ state 关2兴. The measured B(E2) value from a Coulomb excitation experiment
by Ibbotson et al. 关3兴 could be interpreted in terms of a relatively large intruder contribution to the 2 ⫹ state with the
ground state being a pure  (sd) 12 (0ប  ) configuration corresponding to an N⫽20 closed shell. The structure of the
nucleus with one neutron less 33Si was studied by Fifield
et al. 关4兴, who measured the 3 He pickup from a 36S target
and found strong cross sections to only three levels, the
ground state, 1.06共2兲, and 4.32共3兲 MeV, respectively. The
relative cross sections agreed with the interpretation of these
as the d 3/2 , s 1/2 and d 5/2 holes, respectively. Further support
was found in a Coulomb excitation experiment by Pritychenko et al. 关5兴 who observed population of a state given as
1.01 MeV in an intensity consistent with the 1s 1/2 assignment from the shell model. A 4.3 MeV ␥ ray was assumed to
arise from the excitation of two states with spins 3/2⫹ and
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5/2⫹ , although other reactions also could contribute at this
energy. In the present work we have used the single-neutron
knockout reaction 9 Be( 34Si, 33Si⫹ ␥ )X to identify the main
single-particle components of the knocked-out neutron by
their measured l values and absolute spectroscopic factors.
Data were also taken for the corresponding reactions of 35Si
and 37S.
The knockout reaction in inverse kinematics with radioactive beams at energies E kin⭓50A MeV is a technique that
has been used 关6 –12兴 to identify single-particle configurations of rare isotopes. It seems that this technique can obtain
results comparable to those traditionally associated with
single-nucleon pickup reactions 关13兴, however, the sensitivity is greatly increased, and one experiment has already been
carried out with an incident beam of less than one atom/s
关11兴. At the higher energies involved, semiclassical theories
共e.g., based on the eikonal approximation兲 can be used which
are simpler and have fewer free parameters. Nevertheless,
these theories have the potential for yielding precise spectroscopic factors which provide quantitative information on the
composition of the wave functions of the initial and final
states involved.
In the knockout experiments, projectile residues from
single-nucleon removal reactions are detected in a highresolution spectrometer that identifies the outgoing fragment
and measures its momentum distribution with high resolution. 共The parallel-momentum spectrum plays the same role
for the angular momentum identification as the angular distribution in transfer reactions.兲 A coincidence between the
fragments at the focal plane of the spectrograph and the ␥
rays detected close to the target identifies individual excited
states. Similar single-neutron knockout reactions have been
used—without the detection of ␥ rays—to establish the oc-
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currence of halos characterized by narrow momentum spectra reflecting the large spatial extent of the wave halo function 关14兴. 共An application for proton halos with detection of
the ␥ rays is demonstrated in Ref. 关6兴.兲 The method is simplest to apply in the case of nuclei close to the limit of
stability 共the ‘‘drip line’’兲 where only a few bound final states
are possible. The intensity balance for a case with many final
states can be very difficult, at least until high-resolution ␥
detectors become available for this kind of experiment.
An additional motivation behind the present work was to
extend our understanding of this spectroscopic tool. The data
given below are the first obtained for nuclear masses A
⬎30 and for well-bound systems with a high density of final
states. Previous experiments had explored the p and sd proton and neutron shells and had given examples of momentum
distributions for the 0p 3/2 , 0 p 1/2 , 1s 1/2 , and 0d 5/2 orbitals.
Although these in general agreed well with calculations
within an eikonal approach 关15,16兴, better data showed a
low-momentum tail in the s-wave knockout that can only be
accounted for in calculations that go beyond eikonal theory
关17,18兴. Other possible modifications to calculated momentum distributions are suggested within the transfer to the continuum 共TC兲 model of Ref. 关19兴. This model predicts different neutron momentum distributions for states with the same
l and different j 关20兴. Such a behavior has not been observed
up to now, but data for the 0d 3/2 , 0d 5/2 pair could test this.
The organization of this paper is as follows. After summarizing the experimental procedure in Sec. II, the fundamentals of the reaction and structure models will be reviewed in Sec. III. Section IV contains the presentation and
discussion of the results for the neutron knockout from 34Si,
and the results for the knockout from 35Si and 37S are found
in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The experimental setup has been described previously in
Ref. 关11兴. The unstable 34,35Si and 37S beams were produced
by fragmentation of a 40 pnA beam of 40Ar at 100A MeV,
which was produced by the K1200 cyclotron of the National
Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory 共NSCL兲 at Michigan
State University. The rare-isotope beams were purified in the
A1200 fragment separator and guided to the secondary target
area at the high-resolution S800 spectrograph 关21兴 operated
in energy-loss mode. The secondary target ( 9 Be,
93 mg/cm2 ) was surrounded by an array of NaI共Tl兲 scintillators 关22兴 to detect ␥ rays emitted by the reaction residues.
The reaction residues were identified by momentum, energy
loss, and time of flight in the detector system at the focal
plane of the S800 spectrograph 关23兴. The energy loss in the
target was approximately 4A MeV.
Table I summarizes the main characteristics of the secondary beams used in the experiment. The cross sections for
neutron removal have been calculated from the number of
residues identified in the focal plane of the S800 spectrograph taking the geometrical acceptance of the spectrograph into account (⫾5° horizontal, ⫾3.5° vertical at the
central momentum兲. The main error sources in the determination of the cross sections stem from the software cuts in

TABLE I. Characteristics of the secondary beams and data acquisition time.
34

Si

35

Si

37

S

Average secondary beam energy (A MeV)
73.4 73.8 69.2
Secondary beam intensity (s⫺1 )
2200
260
105
Beam purity 共%兲
66
92
87
Data acquisition time 共h兲
6.0 33.8
6.2

the particle identification 共10%兲, the stability of the rate of
incident particles from the beam purity 共3% for 34Si, 5% for
35
Si), and from a general uncertainty of the thickness and
homogeneity of the secondary target 共5%兲. In addition to
that, not all residues could be detected due to the finite momentum acceptance (⌬p/p⫽⫾2.5%) of the spectrograph,
therefore there is an uncertainty associated with the estimation of the undetected fragments. It is assumed that the systematic errors are independent, and they have been added in
quadrature.
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The cross section  (J n ) for removing a single particle
with quantum numbers (Nl j) and for leaving the core in a
specific final state (J n ) can be decomposed 关7兴 into a structure part and a reaction part

共 J兲⫽

兺j C 2 S 共 j,J  兲  sp共 j,B 兲 .

共1兲

Here, B denotes the effective binding energy of the removed
neutron given by B⫽S n ⫹E x (J  ) with the neutron separation energy S n and the excitation energy of the final state of
the core E x (J  ). 关The neutron separation energies of the isotopes studied here are S n( 35Si)⫽2.75 MeV, S n ( 34Si)
⫽7.36 MeV, and S n ( 37S)⫽4.30 MeV.] The structure information is contained in the spectroscopic factors C 2 S, and
 sp( j,B) is the theoretical single-particle reaction cross section assuming a spectroscopic factor of unity.
A. Nuclear structure and spectroscopic factors

For the positive parity states in 33Si and 34Si we use the
sd model space with the USD effective interaction 关24兴. The
valence configurations are of  (sd) 6  (sd) 11 and
 (sd) 6  (sd) 12, respectively. Energy levels for all sd-shell
nuclei obtained with USD are given in Ref. 关25兴. The 35Si
ground state is obtained in the sd-p f model space
with configurations  (sd) 6  (sd) 12 (p f ) 1 , and the 34Si
negative-parity excited states have the configurations
 (sd) 6  (sd) 11 (p f ) 1 . These configurations for the positive
and negative parity states in 34Si provide the complete set of
low-lying states that can be reached by one-neutron knockout from 35Si. The sd-p f Hamiltonian is WBMB which was
developed to study the island of inversion around 32Mg 关26兴,
and has more recently been applied to more neutron-rich
nuclei 关27兴. The WBMB Hamiltonian consists of the USD
interaction for the sd-shell part of the Hamiltonian and a
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potential model for the sd-p f cross-shell matrix elements.
The single-particle energies and the parameters of the potential were obtained from the properties of nuclei near 40Ca.
All shell-model calculations were carried out with the program OXBASH 关28兴.
B. Reaction cross sections
1. The eikonal model

The single-particle reaction cross sections have been calculated within the eikonal approach of Ref. 关17兴 using the
same parameters as in previous studies. We note that since
only the reaction residue 共in coincidence with ␥ rays兲 is detected, the measured knockout cross section consists of the
incoherent sum of contributions from stripping 共absorption
of the removed neutron in the target兲 and diffraction dissociation 共elastic break-up兲. These contributions are determined independently from the core-target and neutron-target
S matrices, which are calculated within Glauber theory. The
wave function of the composite 共core-neutron兲 state was obtained from a Woods-Saxon potential with radius and diffuseness parameters chosen to be r 0 ⫽1.25 fm and a
⫽0.7 fm as in the preceding studies. We point out that for
the rather well-bound nuclei discussed here, the stripping
contribution is approximately 75% of the cross section. For
details, see Refs. 关11,17兴, and references therein.
The parallel-momentum distributions of the residues were
calculated in the black-disk description 关15兴 with the effective interaction radii chosen to reproduce the reaction cross
sections of the free constituents. This is permissible because
the momentum spectra are relatively insensitive to the details
of the interaction in the direction perpendicular to the beam
direction, but very sensitive to the orbital angular momentum
l of the knocked-out particle and its binding energy B. Thus
the comparison of the measured momentum distributions
with the shapes from theory can provide l -value assignments. Since, at a more detailed level, using the sudden approximation for the interaction of the projectile in the eikonal
model does not conserve energy, details of the momentum
distributions will deviate slightly from these theoretical
expectations 关18兴.
2. Transfer to the continuum model

The transfer to the continuum 共TC兲 model 关19兴 offers an
alternative method to calculate momentum distributions and
total cross sections for nucleon removal. A generalization of
the semiclassical formalism for transfer reactions between
bound states, it includes a more complete dynamical treatment of the neutron motion than in the eikonal model. Spin
coupling between initial and final states is also more readily
included. These effects are expressed in terms of the optical
model S matrix between the removed neutron and the target,
evaluated at the energy of the breakup neutron in the final
continuum state with respect to the target. The relevant formulas are presented in Ref. 关20兴 where the dependence of the
spin coupling coefficients on the angular momentum, spin
and neutron final energy were shown to introduce distortions
in the calculated neutron parallel momentum distributions.
Here these neutron distributions are translated into core mo-

FIG. 1. Spectrum of ␥ rays in coincidence with reaction residues after reconstruction of the center-of-mass energy. The data
共points兲 are well described by a continuous background parametrized as a single exponential 共dotted兲 and by line shapes deduced
from Monte Carlo simulations 共dashed兲. Two transitions could be
identified. The overall fit is shown as a double solid line. The inset
shows a simplified level scheme.

mentum distributions using momentum conservation, but
with the assumption that the kinematics are those of elastic
breakup and that target recoil energies can be neglected for
the relevant peripheral core-target trajectories.
IV. THE 9 Be„ 34Si, 33Si…X REACTION
A. Analysis of the ␥ -ray spectrum

After the identification of the reaction residues in the
spectrograph, the ␥ -ray spectrum in coincidence with the detected 33Si particles could be constructed. It identifies the
different final states populated in the process. The distribution in Fig. 1 shows the spectrum as a function of the reconstructed center-of-mass energy normalized to the number of
detected breakup fragments. One recognizes two peaks in the
spectrum, of which the lowest clearly corresponds to the
1.010 MeV state 关4兴 of which the ␥ ray is known from previous experiments 关5,29,30兴 while the second is a peak near
4.3 MeV. Because the photomultiplier tubes 共PMTs兲 of the
NaI共Tl兲 detector system are very sensitive to the magnetic
field of the S800 spectrograph and have been calibrated for a
slightly different magnetic field setting of the spectrograph,
we have used the precisely known 1.010 MeV ␥ ray to recalibrate the spectrum. The second peak is then at 4.29共14兲
MeV, where the 共conservative兲 error corresponds to the full
change of 3.3% in PMT gain between the settings for knockout from 34Si and 35Si. This is in good agreement with the
energy of the state observed by Fifield et al. 关4兴 at 4.32共3兲
MeV, and we have used this, more accurate, result as the
adopted value in the present work. We interpret this ␥ ray as
representing a single transition from the 5/2⫹ level, but contributions from other unresolved transitions cannot be excluded. 共A 3/2⫹ state should be present nearby 关5兴, but is
expected theoretically to have a low cross section.兲
In order to quantify the population of these states, simulations with the code GEANT 3 关31兴 have been carried out.
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TABLE II. Single-neutron removal cross sections for the 9 Be( 34Si, 33Si)X reaction at 73A MeV. Given
are the experimental and theoretical excitation energies in the residual nucleus E x,exp and E x,th , the total
angular momentum and parity of the final state J  , the major quantum number, orbital and total angular
str
momentum Nl j of the removed particle 共as predicted from the shell model兲, predicted stripping (  sp
) and
diff
diffraction cross sections (  sp ) for neutron knockout as calculated within the eikonal model 共Eik兲 and the
transfer to the continuum model 共TC兲, the spectroscopic factor C 2 S as calculated within the shell model, the
total theoretical cross section  th and the measured cross section  exp . The J  values in parentheses are
suggested by theory. States above the neutron separation energy in 33Si (S n ⫽4.48 MeV) cannot be detected
in the experiment and have not been included in the sum 共lowest row兲.
E x,exp
共MeV兲
0.00
1.01

4.29共14兲

E x,th
共MeV兲

J
(ប)

Nl j
(ប)

str
 sp,Eik
共mb兲

diff
 sp,Eik
共mb兲

str
 sp,TC
共mb兲

diff
 sp,TC
共mb兲

0.00
0.85

3/2⫹
1/2⫹
(7/2⫺ )
(7/2⫹ )
(5/2⫹ )
(3/2⫹ )
(3/2⫹ )
(1/2⫹ )

0d 3/2
1s 1/2
0f 7/2

11.4
15.2
10.9

3.6
5.6
3.2

9.6
15.8

0d 5/2
0d 3/2
0d 3/2
1s 1/2

9.0
8.9
8.8
11.7

2.5
2.5
2.5
3.8

7.6

3.99
4.38
4.42
4.69
4.93

⌺

These take into account the Doppler shift arising from the
projectile velocity ( ␤ ⬇0.36) and generate the energy deposited in the detectors. The simulations also include the finite
position resolution of the position-sensitive NaI共Tl兲 detector
array. The analysis of these pseudo data gave rise to line
shapes that were fitted to match the experimental spectrum as
shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 1. 共These shapes clearly
must differ from what would be measured with a calibration
source at rest.兲 As in our previous experiments, the experimental ␥ spectra contained a continuous distribution of
clearly beam-related events, which for our purposes represent an unavoidable background 关9,32兴. This was parametrized as a single exponential function, see the dotted line in
Fig. 1. Its shape and absolute intensity agrees within about
20% with that observed more directly in the single-neutron
removal from 12Be and 16C, where the residues have no
high-energy ␥ rays. The overall fit of the simulated line
shapes and the continuous background is indicated by the
double line in Fig. 1; it agrees nicely with the measured data.
There is no evidence for other ␥ transitions. Since the
highest level at 4.32 MeV is just below the neutron threshold
of 33Si at S n ⫽4.483(16) MeV, indirect feeding from unobserved higher levels can be excluded. The absolute experimental branching ratios of 34共2兲% for the 1.010 MeV level
and 12共2兲% for the 4.32 MeV level should therefore be very
reliable. They have been used to derive the partial cross sections discussed in the following subsection.
B. Partial reaction cross sections

In order to obtain the partial reaction cross sections from
the measured branching ratios one has to include spectrograph angular and momentum acceptance corrections. For
the 9 Be( 34Si, 33Si)X reaction angular acceptance corrections
have been obtained from Monte Carlo simulations using the
measured 共raw兲 parallel and transverse momentum distribu-

C 2 S Th

 Th,Eik
共mb兲

2.5
4.8

3.56
1.46

53
30

1.6

2.50
0.11
⬍0.01
0.42

29
⬃1
共0兲
共6兲
⬇113

 Th,TC
共mb兲

 Exp
共mb兲

43
30

67共10兲
41 共5兲

23

15 共3兲

⬇96

123共14兲

tions; they could be quantified to be less than 3%. An additional systematic error of 5% was added to take the limited
momentum acceptance into account. This rough estimate for
the momentum acceptance has been made since there is no
reliable way to extrapolate the measured momentum distributions as will be discussed later.
The comparison of theoretical predictions and experimental results is shown in Table II, which contains information
about the excitation energy of the final state E x , the total
angular momentum and parity of the populated state J  , the
quantum numbers (Nl j) of the removed neutron as predicted
from the shell model, the single-particle removal cross secstr
diff
and diffraction  sp
as calculated
tions for stripping  sp
within the eikonal model 共‘‘Eik,’’ see Refs. 关12,17兴兲 and the
transfer-to-the-continuum model 共‘‘TC,’’ see Refs. 关19,20兴兲.
The spectroscopic factor C 2 S, the total theoretical neutronknockout cross section  Th for the two reaction models, and
the reaction cross section measured experimentally  Exp
complete the table.
In agreement with Ref. 关4兴 we interpret the three levels
observed in 33Si as the J  ⫽3/2⫹ , 1/2 ⫹ , and 5/2⫹ states,
respectively. These assignments find further support in the
measured values l ⫽2, 0, 2, respectively, deduced from the
longitudinal momentum distributions discussed below. The
assignment of J  ⫽3/2⫹ to the ground state also seems likely
from the states in 33P populated in ␤ decay 关33兴. As can be
seen from Table II, the agreement between theoretical prediction  Th 共for both reaction models兲 and experimental observation  Exp is very good. The total cross sections obtained
from theory 共113 mb when using the eikonal model, 96 mb
for the transfer to continuum model兲 compare well with the
measured inclusive cross section of 123共14兲 mb.
An experimentally known (7/2⫺ ) state 关29,34兴 at 1435
keV in 33Si is an intruder from the p f shell and not contained in the model space. There is also no experimental
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TABLE III. Spectroscopic factors for neutron removal from 34Si
to specific final states in 33Si. Given are the excitation energy of the
final state E x , the quantum numbers of the removed particle (Nl j),
and the spectroscopic factor predicted in the shell model C 2 S th .
The experimental spectroscopic factor denoted C 2 S exp was obtained
by dividing the measured cross section by the 共eikonal兲 singleparticle cross section.

a

Ex a

Nl j

C 2 S th

C 2 S exp

0 MeV
1.010 MeV
4.32共3兲 MeV

0d 3/2
1s 1/2
0d 5/2

3.56
1.46
2.50

4.5共7兲
2.0共3兲
1.3共4兲

Adopted values.

evidence for the predicted 7/2⫹ state which should arise
from a (2 ⫹ 丢 3/2⫹ ) configuration.
C. Spectroscopic factors

From the measured exclusive reaction cross sections one
can extract experimental values for the spectroscopic factors.
For consistency with previous analyses, we have used the
single-particle estimates from the eikonal approach of Ref.
关17兴 only. Table III compares the predictions of the shell
model with the experimental spectroscopic factors.
It is interesting to point out that the shell closure at N
⫽20 is still very well preserved for the ground state of
34
Si—in agreement with theory 关2,3,26,35,36兴. This can be
seen from the high spectroscopic factor for the branch to the
ground state of 33Si: The sum rule 兺 C 2 S⭐(2 j⫹1) is,
within the experimental error, exhausted by the branch to the
ground state. Moreover, an s 1/2 removal leads also with
maximum strength to the first excited state at 1010 keV. The
somewhat lower value for the reaction to the 0d 5/2 state
seems to be in line with what is seen for deep hole states in
other cases 关12兴. The data set presented here contains the
largest values of spectroscopic factors analyzed in knockout
reactions from fast unstable beams so far. The data allow us
to test structure vs reaction in an extended regime of spectroscopic factors. Figure 2 shows a plot of spectroscopic factors from knockout experiments in comparison with predictions from many-particle shell-model calculations based of
effective interactions, including the new data from 34Si neutron removal 共full symbols兲. A dashed line with slope of
unity is drawn to guide the eye. It is seen to represent the
results rather well. The fact that there is good agreement
between the extracted spectroscopic factors and the theoretical ones, which are expected to be reliable in these shells, is
evidence that the knockout technique does provide spectroscopic information.

FIG. 2. Experimental vs theoretical spectroscopic factors C 2 S
from all cases studied so far, see Ref. 关12兴, and including results
from the present work 共full symbols兲. The experimental values represent the measured partial cross section divided by the singleparticle cross section 共from the eikonal calculation兲. The theoretical
values are from many-body shell-model calculations. The dashed
line is the diagonal indicating that these two, basically unrelated,
quantities are connected by a scale factor of order unity.

tions from ␥ rays with higher energies could be subtracted to
give the clean contribution coincident with a given transition.
Similarly, the distribution for the ground state is deduced by
subtracting on an absolute scale the momentum distributions
associated with the excited final states from the inclusive
momentum distribution. Angular acceptance corrections
were applied as described above; they are important at the
edges of the momentum distributions only. In the present
case, the total angular acceptance correction amounted to
less than 3%, which is small compared to other systematic
errors of the method.
Figure 3 shows the extracted momentum distribution as
full data points for the branch to the ground state of 33Si with
proposed J  ⫽3/2⫹ on the left panel. The middle and right
part of Fig. 3 show the distributions associated with the excited states at 1.010 and 4.32共3兲 MeV, respectively. In all
three cases, the major part of the momentum spectrum is
well within the momentum acceptance window of the spectrograph but with a clear tail toward lower momenta. The
different widths suggest the angular momentum assignments
l ⫽2, 0, 2, respectively. This is borne out by the theoretical
calculations of the momentum distributions discussed in the
following.

D. Momentum distributions

2. Comparison with the eikonal approach

1. Experimental results

The momentum distributions of residues left in a specific
final state after the knockout process can be obtained from
the coincident ␥ -ray spectrum by applying software cuts in
the ␥ -ray energies. These were placed at different energy
regions so that underlying background effects and contribu-

Figure 3 compares the experimental momentum distributions with calculations for the removal of a 1s or a 0d neutron. These are based on the black-disk eikonal model of Ref.
关15兴, and as in the previous work 关6,8 –11兴 the distribution
was based on an integration over the reaction zone. 共The
analytical expressions given in Ref. 关15兴 approximate the
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FIG. 3. Parallel-momentum distributions of the reaction residues
in the ( 34Si, 33Si) reaction leading to final states at 0 共left兲, 1.01
共middle兲, and 4.32共3兲 MeV 共right兲. The data 共full points兲 are compared with theoretical estimates from an eikonal approximation 关15兴
for l ⫽0 removal 共solid兲 and l ⫽2 removal 共dashed兲. The heights
and centroids of the theoretical curves have been scaled to match
the data. From the shapes the angular-momentum values are seen to
be l ⫽2, 0, 2 in agreement with the assignments J 
⫽3/2⫹ ,1/2 ⫹ ,5/2 ⫹ . The calculations take the midpoints of the distributions to be 12.20, 12.25, and 12.25 GeV/c, respectively. If the
fragments were produced with a distribution centered at the velocity
of the projectile the expected midpoint would be 12.27(3) GeV/c,
indicated by the arrows.

wave function by its value at the center of the target.兲 The
effective radii were adjusted to reproduce the reaction cross
sections of the neutron, respectively the residue, with the
target. This procedure gives accurate longitudinal momentum
distributions because the precise shape of the interaction at
the surface is important only for the transverse momentum
components. 共In fact, even the absolute values of the cross
sections obtained in this way agree rather well with those
calculated with more accurate profile functions.兲
We now turn to the information provided by the shapes of
the distributions 共mainly the l values兲 and by their location
relative to each other and to the momentum of the incident
beam. The calculated momentum spectra for assumed values
of l of 0 and 2 were scaled to match the data in relative
height and, with the appropriate Lorentz transformation, in
position. The shapes clearly provide the assignments of
l ⫽2, 0, 2 to the ground state, 1.01 and 4.32 MeV excited
states, respectively, and underpin the assignments given
above. The ground state is the first case of a d 3/2 neutron
orbital observed with the knockout technique. The narrow
width found for the state at 1.01 MeV 共middle panel of Fig.
3兲 clearly identifies it as an l ⫽0 excitation, in agreement
with expectations from the shell model. In this case, there is
evidence for a low-momentum tail similar to the one reported for the halo of 15C by Tostevin et al. 关18兴, who interpreted it as arising from energy conservation in the diffractive breakup channel.
The knowledge of the absolute momenta involved in the
reaction is limited by hysteresis effects which lead to an
uncertainty of approximately 0.1% on the effective magnetic
field. From a measurement with a field setting that allowed
the incident beam 共with the Be target in place兲 to be detected

FIG. 4. Measured momentum distribution 共full points兲 compared with predictions within the transfer-to-the-continuum model
according to Ref. 关20兴 for the ( 34Si, 33Si) reaction leading the
ground state 共left兲, the 1.01 MeV state 共middle兲, and the 4.32 MeV
state 共right兲. The full curves show the total neutron removal cross
section in comparison to stripping 共dashed兲 and diffraction breakup
共dotted兲, all calculated for the same incident beam energy of
70.6A MeV corresponding to a momentum of 12.192 GeV/c in
this figure. For the proposed d 3/2 removal the theoretical distribution has been scaled to match the data by a factor of 1.32, for d 5/2
by 0.7. The arrows indicate the momentum corresponding to experimental projectile velocity.

in the spectrograph, it is calculated that if the average momentum exchange is assumed to be zero, as required by the
sudden approximation, the residues should emerge centered
at 12.27(3) GeV/c. This agrees well with the observed values for the three states, given in Fig. 3, of 12.200共4兲,
12.250共3兲, and 12.250(10) GeV/c, where the errors are statistical only. This result is consistent with the analysis 共based
on an eikonal model and the sudden approximation兲 underlying our previous experiments 关6 –12兴. We note in passing
that the question of the relative shifts in velocity of the reaction residues in Coulomb and nuclear breakup reactions
has been discussed in Refs. 关37,38兴, where the latter found
no evidence for the so-called ‘‘postacceleration effect.’’
The fact that the distributions in Fig. 3 were taken at one
setting of the spectrograph and represent subsets sorted on
the basis of coincidences with ␥ rays permits a more accurate statement about relative momenta. The distribution associated with the 3/2⫹ ground state has a lower parallel momentum than those associated with the two higher levels.
The shift of ⫺50(5) MeV/c relative to the 1/2⫹ state is
most accurately determined. A similar effect was seen in the
recent experiment on 15C, except that in this case 关18兴 it was
the excited level at 6.09 MeV that had a downshift of
8 MeV/c relative to the ground state at a total 14C momentum of 4.51 GeV/c. The origin of these 共small兲 shifts remains an interesting puzzle. The fact that opposite signs were
obtained in the two cases seems to rule out a simple connection to energy and momentum conservation laws.
3. Transfer-to-the-continuum model and optical potential

Figure 4 compares the measured parallel-momentum distributions 共full points兲 and the transfer to the continuum 共TC兲
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TABLE IV. Neutron-target optical potential parameters used in
the transfer to the continuum calculations. For the parametrization
of the potential see, e.g., Ref. 关39兴.

Real
Imaginary
Spin-orbit

Strength
共MeV兲

Range
共fm兲

Diffuseness
共fm兲

28
27.9 共surface兲/6.9 共volume兲
5.5

1.2
1.368
1.15

0.387
0.3
0.5

calculations. These have been performed at an incident energy of 70.6A MeV, such that the centroid of the calculated
s 1/2 distribution coincides with that of the data. The d 3/2 and
d 5/2 distributions were obtained without further adjustment.
The centroids of both distributions are in good agreement
with the data, and the position of the peak of the d 3/2 distribution, which is shifted with respect to the other two distributions, originates from the asymmetry induced by the spin
coupling term 关20兴. While the maximum of the calculated
s-wave removal distribution agrees with the experimental
data without further adjustment, the d 3/2 and d 5/2 distributions have been rescaled by 1.32 and 0.7, respectively. The
neutron optical potential used was close to those of Ref. 关20兴
for a neutron-target energy of about 70 MeV. An imaginary
volume term has been added whose effect is to improve
agreement between the calculated and experimental free
neutron-target cross sections. The use of a spin-orbit interaction is essential in producing the difference between the d 3/2
and d 5/2 distributions. The core survival probability, at each
impact parameter, was parametrized with a smooth cutoff
function as in Ref. 关20兴 with a strong absorption radius R s
⫽7.35 fm and diffuseness of a⫽0.6 fm. The absolute cross
section values and optical potential parameters are given in
Tables II and IV, respectively.
The total cross sections, obtained by integration of the
momentum distributions, are in good agreement with the eikonal values, see Table II. The breakup cross sections from
the s state are the same, which shows a certain insensitivity
to the details of the neutron-target S matrix. For knockout
from d orbitals the values from the TC model are somewhat
smaller values than those from the eikonal model 关40兴.
V. THE 9 Be„ 35Si, 34Si…X AND THE 9 Be„ 37S, 36S…X
REACTIONS

Figure 5 shows the measured ␥ -ray spectrum for the
Be( 35Si, 34Si⫹ ␥ )X reaction. The histogram displays the
measured data. One recognizes four structures around 500,
900, 3300, and 4200 keV. A careful inspection of the spectrum, however, reveals that the data cannot be described appropriately by these four transitions only plus a single exponential function to model the background. One would have
to assume a slope and an absolute amount of the continuous
background distribution that would deviate significantly
from previous measurements 关11,32兴 and also from the results obtained for 34Si.
In addition to the aforementioned four transitions, further
transitions in 34Si are known from the ␤␥ study of Ref. 关30兴.
9

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 1 for the ( 35Si, 34Si) reaction. For the
description of the spectrum, known transitions 关30兴 in 34Si have
been used. The shape and absolute amount of background ␥ rays
agrees with the result obtained from the ( 34Si, 33Si) ␥ -ray spectrum.

However, an unambiguous placement of the ␥ rays of Ref.
关30兴 is not always possible, neither is there a one-to-one
correspondence between the proposed excited states and the
shell-model calculation. Using the spectroscopic information
of Ref. 关30兴, the ␥ -ray spectrum in coincidence with the
reaction residues has been fitted using a single exponential
function for the description of the background and eight
simulated line shapes. The results are shown in Fig. 5 as
dotted and dashed lines, respectively. In this case, the parametrization of the continuous exponential distribution yields
values comparable to those deduced for the neutron removal
from 34Si. However, a disagreement between the overall fit
共double solid line in Fig. 5兲 and the measured data is clearly
visible and indicates the possibility of an even more complex
spectrum.
Table V shows the quantitative results of the fit shown in
Fig. 5. The ␥ -ray energy E ␥ is given with the possible quantum numbers and excitation energies of the initial and final
TABLE V. Electromagnetic transitions in 34Si following the
neutron knockout from 35Si. The energies of the ␥ -ray transitions
have been taken from Ref. 关30兴. Shown are the photon energy E ␥ ,
possible initial and final states 共angular momentum, parity, and excitation energy兲, and the probability for emitting a specific ␥ ray in
the knockout process from a fit to the experimental spectrum 共see
Fig. 5兲. Question marks indicate ambiguities in the level scheme.
E␥
共keV兲
123
591
929
1053
1193
1715
2696
3326
4257
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J i ;E x,i
(ប;keV兲

J f ;E x, f
(ប;keV兲

b
共%兲

(3 ⫺ ,4⫺ ,5⫺ );4379
(3 ⫺ ,4⫺ ,5⫺ );4970
3⫺
1 ;4257
⫺ ⫺ ⫺
(3 ,4 ,5 );4379 ?
2⫹
1 ;3326 ?
?
?
2⫹
1 ;3326
3⫺
1 ;4257

3⫺
1 ;4257
(3 ,4⫺ ,5⫺ );4379
2⫹
1 ;3326
2⫹
1 ;3326 ?
(0 ⫹
2 );2133 ?
?
?
0⫹
1 ;0
0⫹
1 ;0

14共3兲
33共4兲
4共2兲
8共2兲
12共4兲
5共2兲
54共3兲
7共1兲

⫺
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TABLE VI. Same as Table II for the 9 Be( 35Si, 34Si)X reaction.
Experimental cross sections are not given since the level scheme is
experimentally unclear. Values of J  in parentheses are suggested
from theory. All states predicted from a spherical shell-model calculation below the particle emission threshold in 34Si at S n
⫽7.54 MeV with a spectroscopic factor C 2 S⬎0.02 are listed. The
eikonal model has been used to calculate the single-particle cross
sections.
E x,exp
共MeV兲
0.00
3.33
4.26

⌺

E x,th
共MeV兲

J
(ប)

Nl j
(ប)

str
 sp,Eik
共mb兲

diff
 sp,Eik
共mb兲

C 2 S th

 th
共mb兲

0.00

0f 7/2

15.6

5.6

0.86

18

3.98

0⫹
2⫹
3⫺

3.82
4.28
4.70
4.89
4.90
5.53
7.10

(4 ⫺ )
(5 ⫺ )
(3 ⫺ )
(2 ⫹ )
(2 ⫺ )
(4 ⫺ )
(2 ⫺ )

0d 3/2
1s 1/2
0d 3/2
0d 3/2
1s 1/2
0f 7/2
0d 3/2
1s 1/2
0d 5/2

11.5
16.9
11.4
11.0
16.0
11.2
10.9
15.1
9.3

3.7
6.6
3.7
3.5
6.1
3.3
3.4
5.5
2.5

0.63
0.11
0.94
1.19
0.55
0.07
0.47
0.77
0.04

10
3
14
17
12
1
7
16
0
98

states (J i/ f ;E x,i/ f ) and the ratio b, which describes how often
a ␥ ray of this energy is observed in coincidence with a
reaction residue. If all initial and final states are known, it is
possible to deduce from this the exclusive reaction cross sections 共not including acceptance corrections兲 by subtraction,
but due to uncertainties in the level scheme 共question marks
in Table V兲 this is not yet possible. Although the transitions
⫹
⫺
relating the 0 ⫹
1 , 2 1 , and 3 1 states stand out in the measured
␥ -ray spectrum, it is not possible to extract partial cross sections due to side feeding of these states.
Table VI lists 共in analogy to Table II兲 the predictions for
single-particle cross sections as calculated within the eikonal
model and the spectroscopic factors from the shell model. As
can be seen, about 80% of the total cross section can be
attributed to the removal of a neutron in a d or an s orbital
whereas only 20% are expected to result from f-wave knockout. The theoretical inclusive cross section of 98 mb from
summing over all states with non-negligible spectoscopic
factors below the neutron separation energy agrees well with
the experimental value of 106共19兲 mb.
Figure 6 shows the measured inclusive momentum distributions both for the knockout from 34Si 共upper part兲 and 35Si
共lower part兲. One recognizes a striking similarity between
these spectra which indicates that the dominant reaction
channels contributing are similar in both cases. A closer inspection reveals that the inclusive distribution for the knockout from 34Si is actually wider than the momentum spectrum
of the 35Si breakup, and a particularly wide component from
the anticipated f-wave removal from 35Si is not visible in the
spectra. The different widths of the distributions cannot be
attributed to the differences in the neutron separation energies 关 S n ( 35Si)⫽2.75 MeV, S n ( 34Si)⫽7.36 MeV] since the

FIG. 6. Inclusive momentum distributions for the neutron
knockout from 34Si 共upper part兲 and 35Si 共lower part兲.

effective binding energies B⫽S n ⫹E x are comparable for
similar orbitals.
Similarly, data have been taken for the neutron knockout
from 37S. The residual nucleus 36S has the very high neutron
separation energy of 9.89 MeV. From a shell model calculation, 23 states are expected to be populated by the knockout
process with spectroscopic factors greater than 0.03. In a
calculation similar to that of Table VI, the partial cross sections can be obtained for each of these final states, leading to
a total 共inclusive兲 cross section of 85 mb. This value compares well with the experimental result of 99共12兲 mb. The
␥ -ray data in coincidence with the residues could not be
evaluated quantitatively due to pile-up effects induced by the
high incident beam rate and the high complexity of the
spectrum.
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

A large-acceptance spectrograph and an array of efficient
and position-sensitive NaI共Tl兲 ␥ -ray detectors have been
used to study neutron-knockout reactions on 34Si, 35Si, and
37
S. The main results concern the 9 Be( 34Si, 33Si⫹ ␥ )X reaction, in which three final states are populated, the ground
state and levels at 1.010 and 4.32共3兲 MeV 共adopted values兲.
The parallel-momentum distributions of the reaction residues
demonstrate the orbital-angular-momentum assignments
l ⫽2, 0, 2. The absolute spectroscopic factors exhaust large
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fractions of the sum rules for a full (N⫽20) sd shell and
prove that the levels to a good approximation represent the
single-particle holes 0d 3/2 , 1s 1/2 , and 0d 5/2 , respectively.
The results show that the magic N⫽20 shell gap is preserved
for silicon (Z⫽14) while it is known to break down for the
nucleus with two protons less, magnesium (Z⫽12).
An interesting result concerns the position of the parallelmomentum distributions. In the sudden approximation, the
average velocity would be the same as that of the incident
beam. This was determined in a separate measurement and
corresponds to a residue momentum of 12.27(3) GeV/c. In
fact, the three measured distributions are within two standard
deviations of this. It is, however, possible to make more precise statements concerning the relative momenta of the three
distributions. We find that the 3/2⫹ ground state is formed
with on the average 50(5) MeV/c less momentum than the
1/2⫹ level, and the shift relative to the 5/2⫹ level is about the
same magnitude. A similar effect, smaller and of the opposite
sign, was recently seen in reactions of 15C 关18兴. The origin
of this shift is unknown, but an explanation in terms of a
simple kinematical effect seems excluded since the level in
33
Si with the lowest excitation energy is the one that appears
with the lowest velocity.

The transfer-to-the-continuum model obtains shifts and
asymmetries that are qualitatively in good agreement with
the data. In contrast to the eikonal approach discussed above,
the TC model uses the same beam energy to produce momentum spectra in agreement with the data for all three measured final states.
The much more complex ␥ -ray spectrum of the
9
Be( 35Si, 34Si⫹ ␥ )X reaction seems to represent the limit of
what can be done with NaI共Tl兲 detectors. An array of highresolution segmented germanium detectors 关41兴 designed to
provide precise Doppler corrections is now being commissioned at the NSCL.
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